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n Gold prices slipped today and were headed for their sharpest weekly drop in
2-1/2 months as the dollar strengthened during the week.  Spot gold  was down
0.4 percent at $1,326.65 an ounce, heading for a fifth session of fall in six. It
has shed 1.6 percent so far this week, its biggest since the week ended Dec.
8, 2017.

n U.S gold futures were down 0.3 percent at $1,328.40 per ounce.  "We remain
somewhat cautious on gold over the short-term given that we think the dollar
rally is still not over, especially in the light of U.S. Treasury yields remaining
elevated," said INTL FCStone analyst Edward Meir.

.

n The U.S Dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of
currencies, was up 0.3 percent at 90.027, as global investors gingerly dipped
their toes back into riskier assets amid rapidly shifting views on the U.S.
monetary policy.

n It touched a 10-day high of 90.235 in yesterday�s session after hitting a three-
year low of 88.253 late last week and was on track for a gain of almost 1
percent this week.

n "People do know that interest rates will be raised, most likely in March, and
have priced that in," said Brian Lan, managing director at dealer GoldSilver
Central in Singapore.  "People didn't go for the down, they covered their short
and start to buy gold back again."

n On the upside, broad resistance between $1,331-35 will be followed by the
$1,350 psychological level.  Meanwhile, Asian shares rebounded on Friday as
comments from a Federal Reserve official eased worries about faster rate rises
in the United States.  Financial markets have fluctuated wildly this month as
investors fretted about how fast the Fed might raise rates after official data
showed a pick-up in U.S. inflation.

Gold markets rallied a bit during the trading session

on Thursday, breaking above the $1325 level, show

signs of strength again. It now looks as if it is going to

try to break above the $1335 level, which would be a

bullish sign. I think that the $1350 level above will be

the target. However, we need the US dollar to continue

to soften to help the gold markets, as we have seen

a bit of a selloff as of late. Longer-term, I remain very

bullish of gold, and I think it�s only a matter of time

before breaks out to the upside. It�s going to take a

significant amount of momentum though, because the

area above $1350 is extraordinarily noisy, and extends

to the $1400 level after that. If we were to get that

moved, the market is very likely to continue to go in

more of a �buy-and-hold� scenario. The alternate

scenario of course is that we break down below the

$1320 level, then market goes down to the $1300 level
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n Gold inched lower yesterday and was headed for

its biggest weekly loss in 2018

n The Dollar was boosted by minutes from the last

U.S Fed meeting that showed policymakers

backed further rises in rates

n Gold slipped 0.1 percent to $1,322.06 per ounce,

and was down 1.8 percent so far this week

n Fears of inflation boost gold, which is seen as a

safe haven against rising prices

n Financial markets have fluctuated wildly this month

as investors fretted about how fast the Fed might

raise rates
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n Oil prices rose to two-week highs in yesterday�s trading session, boosted by
data showing a surprise draw in U.S. crude inventories and also by a drop in
the dollar.

n West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures rose $1.09, or about 1.8 percent,
to settle at $62.77 a barrel. U.S. crude traded between $60.75 and $63.09, its
highest since Feb. 7. Brent futures rose 97 cents to settle up about 1.5 percent
at $66.39 a barrel. It hit a two-week peak at $66.56.

n U.S. crude inventories unexpectedly fell 1.6 million barrels last week as net
imports dropped to a record low and exports surged, while inventories declined
further at the key storage hub in Cushing, Oklahoma, according to data from
the Energy Information Administration (EIA).

n Crude inventories had been forecast to rise 1.8 million barrels, as stocks
seasonally increase when refineries cut intake to conduct maintenance.
Weekly EIA data was particularly supportive to WTI considering U.S and
Cushing draws, a boost in crude exports above 2 million bpd and flat crude
production.

n Crude stocks at the Cushing, Oklahoma, delivery hub for U.S. futures fell 2.7
million barrels last week, the ninth straight week of drawdowns, the EIA said.
The reason that the inventories continue to drop at Cushing is because the
market remains backwardated and therefore it�s uneconomical to be storing
crude.

n In a market structure called backwardation, prompt crude prices are higher
than forward prices, discouraging storage. It makes more sense to liquidate
your on-hand inventories. U.S. net crude imports fell 1.6 million barrels per day
to just below 5 million bpd last week, the lowest level since the EIA started
recording the data in 2001.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied a bit during the

trading session on Thursday, reaching towards the

$62.50 level. I think that the market has plenty of

resistance above, especially near the previous uptrend

line that had kept the market afloat. Because of this,

I think this will end up being a selling opportunity, but

you might want to get out of the way in the short term.

There is plenty of drilling going on in the United States,

and that should continue to be the case. However, we

also had a falling US dollar during the day, so it�s been

a bit of a �double whammy.� I expect this rally to be

short-term though. Brent markets obviously do the

same thing as it typically does, reaching out to fresh,

new highs for the last couple of weeks. I still think that

the previous uptrend line could cause a bit of trouble,

so on the first signs of exhaustion I�m willing to start

selling.

n Oil surged to the highest in two weeks as U.S

supplies unexpectedly shrank and exports surged

n Futures advanced 1.8 percent in New York after

a government report showed U.S. crude stockpiles

slid 1.62 million barrels last week

n The market�s been concerned about U.S.

production ramping

n Output cuts from the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries are helping drain a global

glut

n West Texas Intermediate for April delivery rose

$1.09 to settle at $62.77 a barrel
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n Silver prices ended the yesterday�s U.S trading session not far from unchanged
levels on the day. Both gold and silver safe-haven metals saw some early
selling pressure in the present environment of not much risk aversion in the
marketplace.

n However, a sell-off in the U.S dollar index as Thursday�s trading day progressed
was a bullish outside market force supporting the precious metals. April Comex
goldfutures were last up $0.70 an ounce at $1,332.70. March Comex silver
was last up $0.012 at $16.605 an ounce.

n The marketplace has digested Wednesday afternoon�s FOMC minutes that
said stronger-than-expected U.S. economic growth in recent weeks is keeping
the Federal Reserve on pace to keep gradually raising U.S. interest rates.

n The minutes prompted choppy trading in the stock and currency markets, and
pushed U.S. Treasury yields up. The Fedreal reserve�s minutes contained
elements that could be deemed as both hawkish and dovish on U.S. monetary
policy.

n Volatility has jumped across financial markets this month as investors worried
about the pace of U.S. rates hikes in the wake of data showing a pick-up in
inflation.

n St Louis Fed President James Bullard tried to tamp down expectations of four
rate hikes in 2018 in yesterday�s trading session. Three increases are widely
anticipated.

n Stocks have steadied after recent sharp losses, while the dollar has found its
feet after last week falling to its lowest since the end of 2014. Rising U.S. yields
have put the currency on track for its second biggest weekly gain of the year.
In addition to their impact on currencies, higher yields can also weigh on gold
and silver.

Silver markets went sideways initially yesterday,

reaching down towards the $16.40 level. That area

has offered enough support to cause market to bounce

rather significantly, as the US dollar has fallen. I believe

that the Silver markets are trying to find enough support

to rally again, and I believe that the market is probably

one that you can buy on dips. That could be wrong,

this is a market that will have a lot of trouble, but

longer-term I believe that the buyers will certainly come

out on top. Pay attention to the US Dollar, if it starts

to fall that is a natural lip for the Silver markets, and

by proxy the entire precious metals region. The $17

level above is resistance as well, so I think that if we

were to break above there, the market would pick up

momentum and continue to go towards the $17.25

level. The alternate scenario is that if it goes below

$16.30 level then goes looking towards the $16 level.

n Silver prices were down 0.3 percent at $16.57 an

ounce today in European session

n Silver eased today, heading towards its biggest

weekly decline

n The U.S Dollar climbed further from last week�s

three-year low on the back of higher Treasury

yields

n Volatility has jumped across financial markets this

month

n Investors worried about the pace of U.S. rates

hikes in the wake of data showing a pick-up in

inflation
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